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Outfielder Tristan Murrell has a problem. As the number two slugger for the Suttonville Sentinels, his

team is counting on him to make their very first run at the state championship. But he has a

secretÃ¢â‚¬â€•his swing has totally deserted him. As in, he canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t hit anything. He needs to

fix the issue, and fast, but how? Ballerina Alyssa Kaplan has a problem, too. The shiny new sports

complex in town has left her familyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s batting cage business on the verge of going under.

Nailing her audition for a prestigious dance company is everything, but thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s no way

sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s letting her some shiny big-box company destroy her familyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s livelihood.

Tristan needs a miracle. So does Alyssa. And maybe, just maybe, TristanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s secret weapon

might be the girl of his dreams...Disclaimer: This book contains hot, shirtless baseball players,

kisses that bring a ballerina to her knees, and a lot of baseball smack-talk.
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i adored the first book in this series, the bad boy bargain, so i was thrilled to hear that there would

be a second book set in this same world. we got to catch up with kyle and faith, who are still going



strong but we get to know some pretty amazing new characters in tristan and alyssa.i hope there is

a third, a fourth, a fifth--honestly, however many stories highley has set for the suttonville sentinels i

promise to read them. swinging at love brings tristan murrell, center fielder and clean-up batter for

the sentinels, into focus. the sentinels have reached the state championships and just when tristan

needs to hit every baseball thrown his way, he's hit a slump instead.alyssa kaplan has all sorts of

problems. she's training for a ballet camp that she's not sure she can afford to go to given that her

father's business is on the verge of closing. her father owns the swing away batting cages, but a

new sports complex has opened and is decimating their business while the state inspector has

demanded they invest in upgrading their facilities in order to remain open. the swing away is

alyssa's home away from home, even if she gave up on her softball career for ballet it doesn't mean

that she doesn't love the game.so when tristan shows up at the swing away to try to work out his

batting problems he doesn't expect to encounter anyone from high school. in fact, he was counting

on not encountering anyone from high school. except alyssa can see that there is something wrong

with his swing, and her softball experience and years of watching others swing make her the perfect

person to diagnose his problem. it's not his balance. it's not his mechanics. tristan can't stop

thinking. he needs to get out of his head and let his body do its thing. so alyssa kisses him. partly to

get his mind off everything going wrong from him in that moment. but also because he's cute and

funny and she couldn't resist surprising him.it's a good kiss. when he tries to swing again, he

connects with the ball. at first, he thinks it's a fluke, but when he finds himself spending more time at

the swing away in order to be closer to her and finding that his batting is working, he knows that

being around alyssa is the key to sorting out his problems. alyssa loves being with him too. he takes

her mind off her family problems, never minimizing them or dismissing them, just by listening and

being supportive.i think one of my favorite things about tristan and alyssa's relationship is that there

is never any doubt that they are absolutely crazy about each other. they connect so beautifully in

ways that are just so sweet and swoonworthy. it was such a delight to read. that isn't to say that the

course of their love runs smooth, they realize too late that their best friends have fallen for them in a

sort of crush mix-up, which would be fine except the state baseball playoffs and ballet camp

auditions are coming up and they don't want to spook their friends. they try to keep their relationship

on the down-low, but neither of them enjoys sneaking around and they hate lying to their friends. it

all blows up anyway and for a while, they try to stay apart but that makes no one feel better. there's

a misunderstanding caused by one of tristan's teammates that hits the heart of alyssa's insecurities,

but tristan is eventually able to smooth it over.throughout the all those tough moments, you see how

much happier, stronger, better together, than they are apart. and it's just a delight to read. i felt



happier, stronger, better after reading. there's something so uplifting about young adult romance--i

think it's that there is so much room for possibility.**swinging at love publishes on march 13, 2017. i

received an advance reader copy courtesy of netgalley/entangled publishing (entangled teen) in

exchange for my honest review.

I loved that this book wasn't about the boy coming into her life just when she needed it, and saving

her. Instead, they saved each other. Set in a little town where the commercial business is quickly

taking over, and ruining peoples lives in the process, is something all too real right now. Finding

something, or someone that gives us hope is what we all want. This book provides laughter, some

tears, and a whole lot of reassurance that things will be okay in the end. Readers of Sarah Dessan,

Ginger Scott, and Kasie West are sure to love this book!

It's awesome cute, with steamy kisses and funny. Has you wishing you were the characters in the

book. Loved it!!!

4 stars -- I received a free copy through NetGalley in exchange for an honest and unbiased

review/opinion.OK, this was a solid next book in the series that I didn't know was going to be a

series!! And while I'm a little disappointed Faith and Kyle's BFFs weren't the focus of this story,

Tristan and Alyssa were a pretty freaking spectacular consolation prize. ;) And no, you don't have to

read book 1, but honestly, why wouldn't you? Shoot, I'm not even a baseball fan, or really a big

muscular arms on a guy girl, but DAMN. Ms. Highley knows how to make me swoon. This is exactly

what I love from a young adult romance...a fun quick read, lots of lightness and sweetness and

swooning, but with just enough depth to give me more.I think the thing I love most about both this

book and the previous one is the sweetness of the heroes. Tristan was just adorable! He didn't have

the same background that Kyle did, but he was just really down to earth, and he knew what

attracted him. He had his own struggles coming from a family with completely different interests to

him, and I could really appreciate that aspect to his story. I liked that while he did feel like the odd

man out in his family, his family was still good peeps...just lost in the world of baseball. It's an

interesting facet that I don't necessarily read a lot, where you have that dichotomy, but still have the

love you know? Not that that makes it any easier. It was nice that he had Keller too.And Alyssa was

just awesomesauce. I loved her sass, her insecurities, her straight talking, her confidence in certain

things. If I swung that way, I would totally be intrigued by her. And I loved her own family dynamic. I

loved how close she was, how much her family influenced her, and it was nice to see a story where



it wasn't rich guy with poor girl (or vice versa), but there was a money/lifestyle disparity. But it wasn't

really the focus. It was about how her family was struggling with their local business in an economy

that's hurting everyone. I loved how important Swing Away was to her, and what she was willing to

sacrifice for it.And oh wow, Tristan and Alyssa's chemistry was fantastic. Right from their first

interaction, you could just feel it. I enjoyed that. I was SERIOUSLY concerned with the way things

would play out with Dylan and Lauren, and I was kind of disappointed in how it went initially, but it

didn't drag on like I thought it would, and it resolved better than I expected. So phew.And now, this

girl who has no interest in baseball whatsoever, is seriously hoping for more from this series. I love

book baseball. It's way more exciting. And I want more swoony guys from Ms. Highley, she

seriously excels.
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